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Abstract

The share of jobless spells that end with recalls, i.e., returning to the previous job, as

opposed to finding a new job, is strongly increasing over the life cycle. Throughout the

life cycle, wage changes associated with recalls are concentrated at zero, different from

the wage change behavior of new-job findings or job-to-job transitions. We find that the

introduction of recall options into a job-ladder search model provides a novel mechanism

that reproduces a declining job finding rate over the life cycle. The model quantita-

tively accounts for empirical patterns of life-cycle labor market dynamics. Deterioration

of aggregate matching efficiency in bad times hurts labor market entrants more than ex-

perienced workers, because job-finding prospects of entrants rely more on the matching

function of the labor market, whereas experienced workers rely less and get more recalls.
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1 Introduction

An unemployed worker leaves the unemployment pool by either finding a new job or returning

to work for their previous employers. In the US labor market, over 40% of unemployment

spells end with recalls (Fujita and Moscarini, 2017).1 The pandemic labor market has further

demonstrated that the incidence of recalls is crucial to understanding labor market dynamics.2

The labor market implication of layoffs are very different when recalls are taken into account.

For instance, layoffs are not necessarily associated with job destruction, if the match capital

can be preserved by recalls.

This paper investigates the life-cycle behavior of recalls, revealing vast heterogeneity in

workers’ job finding behavior over the life cycle. Using the Survey of Income and Program Par-

ticipation (SIPP), we document novel facts on recalls over the life cycle. First, the recall share,

defined as the share of unemployment-to-employment transitions that go back to the previous

jobs rather than new jobs, exhibits a steep age-gradient. The recall share of an old worker is

more than twice as high as that of an young worker. For instance, among 55-year-old workers

who leave unemployment, 60% of them return to their previous employers, while a 25-year-old

worker has a recall share of only lower than 30%. Such a steep age-gradient in recalls is robust

to an extensive set of controls, including gender, education, race, occupation, industry, tenure,

unemployment duration, unemployment insurance (UI) status, employer-provided health in-

surance status, and union status. The pattern is hardly changed if we exclude seasonal jobs.

Furthermore, we also confirm the life-cycle profile of recalls in the Quarterly Workforce Indica-

tors (QWI), which is in turn tabulated from the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics

(LEHD) linked employer-employee microdata.

Second, we examine how different paths of labor market reallocation transitions are associ-

ated with labor market outcomes such as wages. We find that recalls (ENE), new-job findings

(ENE′), and job-to-job switches (EE′) differ significantly in wage outcomes, both in terms of

the level of the wage change and the life-cycle pattern of the wage change. Using an event study

design, we find that wages remain largely unchanged following recalls, and such constancy in

wages before and after recalls holds across different age groups. However, the distribution of

wage changes between pre-separation and post-separation jobs for workers transitioning to new

jobs is highly dispersed, with the average wage change decreasing with age. Specifically, young

workers between 23 and 35 making ENE′ transitions experience only a mild wage loss of about

1Recalls are also prevalent in European labor markets. For example, see the evidence in Nekoei and Weber
(2015) for Austria (35%), Alba-Ramı́rez, Arranz and Muñoz-Bullón (2007) for Spain (36%), Jansson (2002) for
Sweden (45%), and Røed and Nordberg (2003) for Norway (32%). Numbers in the parentheses refer to the
estimates of the overall recall share reported by each paper.

2Examples include Cajner et al. (2020); Forsythe et al. (2022); Ganong et al. (2021); Hall and Kudlyak
(2022).
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3% on average, whereas workers between 35 to 60 experience a big wage loss exceeding 10% in

ENE′ transitions. Interestingly, for job-to-job switchers (EE′ transitions), the wage change also

decreases in age, but it remains positive through out the life cycle.

To investigate the role of job recalls to labor market dynamics over the life cycle, We extend

the Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides model in two aspects. First, we allow for the potential of

returning to a former job after a period of unemployment into the model. Second, we introduce a

job ladder of match-specific productivity and allow for on-the-job search to address the life-cycle

dynamics of unemployment, separation, job-finding, job-to-job transition, and recalls. Jobs are

occasionally hit by idiosyncratic shocks, and workers and employers can decide whether to keep

producing or separate. A larger fraction of older workers are employed in the top of the job

ladder. As a result, they separate less, but are more likely to go back to the previous job

conditional on separation, because the match is already of a high quality. For the same reason,

they are less likely to switch jobs. The presence of a recall option makes an unemployed worker

attached to a job, and hence the job-finding rate behaves similarly to the job-to-job transition

rate, thus reconciling a puzzle in the literature on the positive comovement of separation rate

and job finding rate over the life cycle (Chéron, Hairault and Langot, 2013).

The model is calibrated to the US labor market. It quantitatively matches all salient features

of labor market dynamics over the life cycle. We apply the calibrated model to study an

experiment of a negative shock to the aggregate matching efficiency (see, e.g., Gavazza, Mongey

and Violante, 2018). We show that deterioration of matching efficiency in bad times hurts labor

market entrants more than experienced workers. This is because labor market entrants rely

more on the labor market matching to find a job, whereas experienced workers rely less and get

more recalls. The quantitative analysis reveals that a decrease in aggregate matching efficiency

during the Great Recession results in a nearly 50% decrease in the job finding rate for new

entrants, in contrast to a less than 20% decrease for experienced workers. These findings are

consistent with the empirical observation during the Great Recession.

To summarize, this paper makes three contributions. First, it empirically documents a novel

fact on the life-cycle behavior of recalls. Second, it proposes a simple search theory of recalls, and

demonstrates that incorporating recalls into an otherwise standard job-ladder model naturally

rationalizes the life-cycle behavior of the job-finding rate and separation rate. Third, it provides

a new mechanism to understand the disproportionately negative impacts of recessions on new

entrants to the labor market.

Related Literature. Despite the prevalence of recalls in the labor market, there is little re-

search on recalls. This paper first contributes to a small literature that documents empirical

facts on recalls. Early important contributions include Katz (1986) using the Waves 14 and 15
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of the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), and Katz and Meyer (1990b) using a supple-

mental survey of a sample of unemployment insurance (UI) benefits recipients from Missouri

and Pennsylvania between October 1979 and March 1980, both of which first notice the im-

portance of accounting for recalls in the analysis of unemployment. More recent contributions

include Fujita and Moscarini (2017), who document the large magnitude and strong cyclicality

of recalls, and Gertler, Huckfeldt and Trigari (2022), who document sizeable and countercyclical

“loss-of-recall.” We complement these aggregate analyses by unveiling the heterogeneity over

the life cycle.

Second, this paper adds to theoretical models on recalls. Feldstein (1976) is the first to

provide a theory for temporary layoffs and study how they are effected by unemployment insur-

ance and tax policies. Fujita and Moscarini (2017) introduce a recall option in the workhorse

search and matching model a là Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) and study its business cycle

behavior. Fernández-Blanco (2013) studies a steady-state version of the model where firms can

commit to contracts. The key trade-off is between providing workers with insurance and with

incentives not to search while waiting for a recall. We study a job-ladder model with recalls, and

analyze both the cross-sectional differences in the steady state and the heterogeneous responses

to aggregate shocks.

Third, this paper provides a novel perspective to worker flows over the life cycle and con-

tributes to life-cycle search models. The life cycle profiles of EU rate, UE rate, and EE rate, as

well as transitions in and out of the labor force, have been documented by Menzio, Telyukova

and Visschers (2016) using the 1996 panel of the SIPP and Choi, Janiak and Villena-Roldán

(2015) using the monthly data files from the Current Population Survey (CPS) between Jan-

uary 1976 and April 2013. Our finding cautions that a summary statistics of job finding rate

masks vast heterogeneity in the job finding behavior. For example, we find that although the

job finding rate is relatively flat over the life cycle (it is slightly declining if anything), for old

workers most of the job finding is returning to previous employers. Theoretical contributions of

worker flows over the life cycle include Chéron, Hairault and Langot (2011), Chéron, Hairault

and Langot (2013), Esteban-Pretel and Fujimoto (2014), Menzio, Telyukova and Visschers

(2016), Gorry (2016), and Cajner, Güner and Mukoyama (2021). We show that incorporating

recalls breaks the equivalence in the separation margin and acceptance margin as pointed out

by Chéron, Hairault and Langot (2013), thereby providing a simple life cycle search model that

is consistent with all worker flows.

Finally, this paper contributes to understanding the disproportionately negative impacts of

recessionary periods on labor market entrants (Kahn, 2010; Oreopoulos, VonWachter and Heisz,

2012; Arellano-Bover, 2022; Rothstein, 2023). Specifically, it introduces a novel mechanism that

attributes the harsher consequences faced by new entrants during economic downturns to their
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lack of previous job affiliations and consequently, no recall options. To this end, we provide a

quantitative theory how the cross-section moves over the business cycle.

Road Map. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the

empirical facts of recalls over the life cycle. In Section 3, we describe the model and show

that its theoretical implications are in line with the data. Section 4 presents the quantitative

performance of the model. Section 5 performs an experiment of a drop in the aggregate matching

efficiency and examines its differential impact on labor market entrants and experienced workers.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Empirical Facts

We study the life cycle behavior of job recalls using the Survey of Income and Program Partici-

pation (SIPP). SIPP is a collection of panel data that begin in different years. For each interview

(also known as a wave) in SIPP, questions are asked about the preceding four months, making

it feasible to conduct the analysis at the monthly frequency. A unique feature of SIPP is that

it allows for the measurement of recalls, as it assigns a unique job ID to each employer for each

respondent. Combining this information with the panel design of the survey, we can therefore

identify if a worker has returned to her previous employer after a jobless spell.

We define an event as a job recall if the worker has gone through an employment-to-

nonemployment-to-employment transition and returned to the same employer she worked for

before the separation.3 Denote ENEt the number of workers who get separated to nonemploy-

ment at age t and then get recalled back to their most recent employer, and ENE′
t the number

of workers who get separated at age t and get out of nonemployment to new employers. We

define the recall share as the share of nonemployment outflows that transitions back to the

previous employers:4

Recall Sharet =
ENEt

ENEt + ENE′
t

.

Note that in this definition, workers who have not had a job before are not considered, as they

do not even have the possibility of being recalled.

3We only consider job recalls to the most recent employer before separation and do not study recalls to
earlier employers. The same practice has been adopted in Fujita and Moscarini (2017). This is due to the data
limitation that SIPP only provides a short panel that last for a few years, so that it is less useful to track earlier
employers before the respondent entered the survey.

4Fujita and Moscarini (2017) call this object the “recall rate.” We instead reserve the terminology “recall
rate” for the job-finding rate due to recalls, i.e., unemployment-employment transitions that are recalls divided
by the unemployment stock, so that it is part of the overall job finding rate.
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Figure 1: Recalls Over the Life Cycle
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Notes: The figure plots the life cycle profile of the recall share without controls (left) and with con-
trols (right). Controls include gender, education, race, occupation, industry, job tenure quadratic,
unemployment duration, union membership, unemployment insurance recipiency status and amount,
employer-provided health insurance, and year fixed effect.

2.1 Life-Cycle Behavior of Recalls

Figure 1 shows the binscatter plot of recall share against age. The left panel plots the raw

relationship without any controls. For 25-year-old workers, only one third of separated workers

go back to their previous jobs. However, for 55-year-old workers, 60% of workers who separate

from their jobs end the jobless spell by returning to the same job prior to separation. Namely,

the recall share of an experienced worker almost doubles that of a young worker. As discussed

below, the fact is confirmed in administrative data, and is robust to an extensive set of controls

and various alternative sample selections.

Administrative data. We confirm the empirical finding of an increasing recall share over the

life cycle using the high-quality Quarterly Workforce Indicator (QWI) data. The QWI dataset

is a data product published by the Census Bureau and is aggregated from the administrative

microdata in the Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) program. The defini-

tion of recalls in QWI is not identical to our construction using SIPP. There are two main

discrepancies. First, there is a time aggregation issue in QWI because it is at the quarterly

frequency, while we construct recall shares in SIPP at the monthly frequency. The monthly

frequency is in general more suitable for analysis on the US labor market as it has high mobil-

ity, and is in particular more suitable for the study of recalls because recalls typically involve

short unemployment durations. The QWI definition would miss recalls that happened within

a quarter. Second, when calculating the share of hires that are recalls, QWI does not restrict

attention to hires from the most recent employer but allows for recalls to any employers that
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Figure 2: Recalls Over the Life Cycle in QWI
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Notes: The figure plots the life cycle profile of recall share in Quarterly Workforce Indicator (red
dots) and SIPP adjusted to the QWI definition (blue crosses). See the main text for details of the
adjustment.

the worker has worked for within a year and possibly without non-employment spell. To take

care of these two differences, we reconstruct the recall share in SIPP in the same way as defined

by QWI. Specifically, we collapse the monthly SIPP data to a quarterly frequency and allow

for recalls to any employers that the worker has worked for within a year and possibly without

non-employment spell. Figure 2 reports the result using this alternative definition both in SIPP

(blue crosses) and QWI (red dots). Reassuringly, the two profiles are similar to each other. Both

confirm that the recall share is strongly increasing over the life cycle. A 55-year-old worker is

twice as likely as a 25-year-old worker to return to her previous employer after a jobless spell.

Extensive controls. The finding that the recall share is increasing over the life cycle is robust

to an extensive set of controls. Consider the following spell-level regression

Recalli = α + βAgei + γX i + εi,

where Recalli is a dummy variable indicating whether the nonemployment spell ends up with a

recall. We then transform it into percentage points by scaling it up by 100 so that the coefficient

can be interpreted in terms of changes in recall shares. The vector X i denotes a set of control

variables as explained below. Table 1 report the estimated coefficient of interest, β, in various

specifications. Column (1) reports the simple regression of recalls on age without additional

controls. In Column (2), we include worker demographics—gender, education, race, together

with year fixed effects. In Column (3), we add job characteristics on top of the controls in the
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second column, including the union status, employer-provided health insurance, and occupation

and industry fixed effects. In Column (4), we further add a quadratic term in job tenure. In all

specifications, the estimated coefficient is statistically significant and economically large. After

controlling for both the worker’s and the job’s observable characteristics, we find that one more

year of age is on average associated a 0.5 percentage point increase in the recall share. This

translates to about an increase of 20 percentage points in the recall share for a 40-year working

career.

Moreover, it has been documented that the design of the unemployment insurance can be

an important factor that impacts recalls (Feldstein, 1976; Katz and Meyer, 1990a,b; Albertini,

Fairise and Terriau, 2023). We verify that unemployment insurance does not drive the life cycle

pattern of recalls that we find. In Column (5) of Table 1, we add unemployment duration as an

additional control variable. In Column (6), we further control for a dummy variable indicating

the UI recipiency status and the amount of UI benefits the worker received. The result is barely

changed.

The right panel of Figure 1 visualizes the residual relationship between the recall share and

age, after controlling for an extensive set of covariates, including worker demographics such as

gender, education, and race, job characteristics such as occupation fixed effects, industry fixed

effects, union membership, employer-provided health insurance, job tenure quadratic, as well

as unemployment duration, unemployment insurance recipiency status and amount, and year

fixed effect.

Seasonal and temporary work. One potential concern is that if workers doing seasonal or

temporary jobs are more likely to be recalled and if older workers are more likely to take up

seasonal or temporary work, then this might drive the observed increasing recall share over

the life cycle.5 We identify seasonal workers in SIPP following the methodology proposed by

Coglianese and Price (2020). Specifically, for a spell where a worker goes from employment to

non-employment and back to employment, we classify the worker to be a seasonal worker if the

starting month of the two employment period is spaced between 10 to 14 months apart. The

logic is that a worker that starts working around the same month in a year is more likely to

be a seasonal worker (e.g., ski coaches). Column (7) in Table 1 reports the result by excluding

seasonal workers. Even after we exclude seasonal workers, the age-gradient in the recall share

still exists and is almost as steep as in the full sample.

We also look at temporary jobs in the Current Population Survey (Flood et al., 2021). The

CPS classifies a job to be temporary if the worker is (i) working until project is completed, (ii)

hired to temporarily replace another worker, (iii) hired for a fixed period of time, or (iv) the

5For example, Nekoei and Weber (2015) document that temporary layoffs are more common in the construc-
tion and tourism sector than other sectors. These two sectors exhibit strong seasonal patterns.
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Table 1: Estimated Coefficients of Age on Recall Share

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Age 0.759*** 0.720*** 0.526*** 0.521*** 0.530*** 0.528*** 0.502***

(0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038) (0.037) (0.037) (0.040)

Control / Demographics Job Char. Job Tenure U Duration UI Seasonal

Observations 17602 17602 17537 17537 17537 17537 14754

R-squared 0.02 0.03 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.16

Standard errors, * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Notes: This table reports the coefficients of age on recall share from various regression specifications.
We gradually add more control variables from Column (1) to Column (6). Column (7) excludes
seasonal workers. See main text for details.

job is seasonal. Figure A-3 in the appendix plots the life-cycle profile of the share of workers

with a temporary job. Contrary to the concern, young workers are in fact much more likely to

have a temporary job than old workers, ruling out the possibility that temporary jobs drive the

empirical regularity of a positive age gradient in the recall share.

Discussion on data quality. The quality of the recall measure crucially depends on the

accuracy of the assignment of job IDs. Stinson (2003) document that job IDs are subject to

miscoding—when a worker has been jobless for the entire four-month wave, SIPP will assign a

different job ID anyway when they get employed next time, even though in reality the employer

may be the same one prior to separation, except for when a worker is temporarily laid off, in

which case the last job ID is indeed carried forward. Stinson (2003) has resolved this issue in

panels 1990–1993 by retrospectively using confidential employer name information. Therefore,

we regard the job IDs and hence recalls as reliable after the correction by Stinson (2003).

Although our baseline results are based on the pre-1996 panels in which we have accurate job

IDs, we have also repeated the same analysis in the post-1996 panels after we correct for the

measurement error in recalls using the imputation procedure proposed by Fujita and Moscarini

(2017) and reported robustness checks using different panels and imputed recalls in Appendix

Figure A-1–A-2.

2.2 Wage Changes Associated with Different Transitions

In this section, we study the wage changes associated with various labor market transitions—

Figure 3 compares the distributions of log real wage changes for recalls (ENE), finding a new

job after nonemployment (ENE′), and job-to-job switches without nonemployment spells (EE′).

The substantial differences in these three distributions confirm that these transitions are mean-

ingfully distinct, as they have substantially different consequences on the wage outcomes.
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Figure 3: The Distribution of Wage Changes of Labor Market Transitions
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Notes: The figure plots the distribution of the wage changes for recalled workers (ENE), workers moving
to new employers after the jobless spell (ENE′), and workers moving to new employers without going
through nonemployment (EE′).

Three notable findings emerge. First, the distribution of wage changes for workers who are

recalled by their former employers (ENE, the red distribution) is tightly concentrated around

zero and the pdf spikes at zero, indicating barely any change in log real wages for the majority

of recalled workers. This means that returning to a previous employer often does not result in

wage penalties or premiums. The distribution of wage changes for recalled workers exhibits an

extremely high kurtosis, suggesting that recalls might be an important contributor to the high

kurtosis of the distribution of earnings changes documented by Guvenen et al. (2021).6

Second, the distribution for workers moving to new employers after a period of nonemploy-

ment (ENE′, the green distribution) does not have such a spike at zero. Quite the opposite, the

distribution displays a pronounced dispersion over a wider range of wage changes, suggesting a

considerable heterogeneity in wage outcomes for workers moving to new employers subsequent

to nonemployment. Moreover, the distribution is asymmetric, and has a larger mass on the left

side of the distribution. This means that these workers are more likely to experience a decrease

in wages upon reentry into the new employment.

Third, the distribution for workers transitioning to new employers without an intervening

period of nonemployment (EE′, the blue distribution) demonstrates intermediate dispersion; it

exhibits a level of dispersion that exceeds that of the ENEs yet does not reach the dispersion

observed among ENE′s. This implies that the wage at the new employer after an EE′ transition

6Hubmer (2018) shows that adjusting for recalls substantially increases the kurtosis measure in his quanti-
tative model.
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generally differs less from the previous wages compared to ENE′ transitions. The distribution

is asymmetric, too, but it has a larger mass on the right side of the distribution, meaning that

these workers are more likely to experience an increase in real wages at the new job.

Having established the distinctions in wage consequences associated with different labor

market transitions, we now turn to examine how these wage changes differ by young and old

workers. To do so, we formally analyze the real wage change after an event (defined as one of

ENE, ENE′, or EE′) using an event study design, and contrast the behavior of the young (below

or equal to age 35) and the old (above age 35 and below or equal to 60). We focus on workers

who have worked on the job for at least 5 months both before separation and after separation,

in order to have a long enough window for the event study specification.

Consider the following regression

lnwisτ = α +
4∑

τ=−4

βτIisτ + γX is + εisτ ,

where Iisτ is a set of indicators that takes 1 for worker i at τ periods before or after the event

s, and lnwisτ denotes the log real wage of worker i at τ months before or after the event s.

The event period is defined as relative to the month the worker gets separated. We drop the

last month on the old job before separation and the first month on the new job after separation

because these two months often involve incomplete working spells. The vector X denotes a

set of controls including education, race, gender, occupation before separation, industry before

separation, and year dummies. The data samples are pre-1996 SIPP panels, see Appendix

Figure A-5 that includes all panels.

The coefficients of interest are βτ ’s and are plotted in Figure 4. The blue lines show the

estimated coefficients for young workers and the red lines for old workers. Dashed lines plot

the corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Event time −1 here denotes the last month on the

job before the month of separation, which is set to be the base period, so that its coefficient is

normalized to 0 and has no standard errors.

Panel (a) of Figure 4 shows that for those who end up with returning to their previous

employers after a jobless spell, the estimated coefficients fluctuate tightly around zero both

before and after the event, suggesting that on average there is barely any wage change after

recalls. This is true for both young and old workers, as the two lines are almost on top of each

other and the 95% confidence intervals all cover zero.

Panel (b) of Figure 4 reveals a noticeable drop in the wage for old workers starting a new

job after non-employment. Specifically, the wage on average decreases sharply by more than

10%, and does not recover at least in the four months post new employment. However, the blue
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Figure 4: Wage Changes Associated with Different Transitions
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(b) New Job Findings (ENE′)
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(c) Job-to-Job Switches (EE′)
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Notes: The figure plots the coefficients of the event study specifications for recalls (the top panel),
for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (the middle panel), and for job-to-job
transitions (the bottom panel). The blue lines are for young workers (age 23-35) and the red lines are
for old workers (age 35-60). Dashed lines plot the 95% confidence intervals.
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line shows a much milder decline after the event of only about 3%. This suggests that young

workers moving to a new employer after a jobless spell on average experience a small wage

decline, but old workers moving to a new employer after a jobless spell on average experience

a very large wage loss.

Panel (c) of Figure 4 plots the wage change for workers who transition directly from one job

to another. The wage for a young worker is estimated to increase significantly after moving to

a new job by more than 6%, while the old group experiences a much less pronounced increase

of only less than 3%. Thus, workers making job-to-job transitions have a positive wage change

on average, and the expected wage increase is larger for young workers than old workers.

3 Model

To understand the relevance of job recalls to labor market dynamics over the life cycle, we

extend the Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides paradigm in two aspects. First, given the empirical

prevalence of recalls, we introduce in the model the possibility of getting back to the previous job

after an unemployment spell. Second, we introduce a job ladder of match-specific productivity

and allow for on-the-job search to speak to the life-cycle dynamics of unemployment, separation

rate, job-finding rate, job-to-job transition rate, as well as job recalls.

3.1 Environment

Time is continuous, agents are infinitely lived, risk-neutral and discount the future at rate

ρ. A worker-job match produces flow output m, where m is the match-specific productivity

constant for each worker-job pair. Upon meeting, the match-specific productivity is drawn from

the distribution F (m). Both employment and attached unemployment (with a recall option)

involve an idiosyncratic production shock that will be described in detail below. Unemployed

workers produce z at home.

There are three employment statuses in this model. A worker can be employed at a job,

unemployed but attached to a job with a recall option, and unemployed without a recall option

(either a new entrant or an unemployed worker that loses contact with her previous employer).

Analogously, a position can be matched with a worker producing, vacant but attached to a

worker with a recall option, and vacant without a recall option (either a brand new vacancy

or an old position that loses contact with its previous employee). We make several simplifying

assumptions to facilitate analyses. First, it is costless to mothball a position waiting for possible

recalls. This is a reasonable assumption as firms do not exert recruiting efforts for mothballed

positions, as opposed to standard vacancies that are actively looking for workers to fill the job.
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Table 2: Summary of Possible Events

Employed Unemployed Unemployed

w/ recall option w/o recall option

Cost shock λe λu /

Destruction shock δ δ /

Godfather quit shock ζ ζ /

Job offer arrival ϕp(θ) p(θ) p(θ)

Labor force exit γ γ γ

Notes: This table summarizes possible events in the model with their corresponding notations.

As a result, when a bad but temporary shock hits, employers always have the incentive to first

mothball the position rather than immediately destroying it. Second, the recall option is lost

when the worker starts a new job. We thereby focus on recalls from unemployment to the most

recent employer. Third, no mothballing is allowed before production. That is, a recall option is

only possible after the worker has worked and produced in the match. These assumptions are

also made in Fujita and Moscarini (2017).

The labor market is frictional. The matching process is governed by a matching function

M(S, V ) that exhibits constant returns to scale, where S denotes the number of job seekers

and V the number of vacancies. For notation convenience, we use lower-case letters to denote

the rates of corresponding variables normalized by the size of the labor force. We allow for

on-the-job search so that the measure of effective searchers is s := u + ϕ(1 − u), where u is

the unemployment rate and ϕ is the relative search intensity of the employed workers. Denote

by θ = v/s the effective labor market tightness. The contact rate is thus p(θ) = M (1, θ) for

unemployed workers, ϕp(θ) for employed workers and q (θ) = M (θ−1, 1) for vacant jobs, with

p(θ) = θq (θ). Table 2 summarizes the possible events for workers with different employment

statuses which we now turn to in the following paragraph. These events occur symmetrically to

producing jobs, mothballed positions (i.e., vacant jobs with a recall option), and new vacancies

(i.e., vacant jobs without a recall option), respectively, and hence are not repeated.

Five events could happen during employment for a matched worker-job pair that is produc-

ing. First, at Poisson rate λe, an idiosyncratic cost shock is independently drawn from the

distribution ε′ ∼ Ge. The match will endogenously separate if it is hit by a sufficiently large

cost shock.7 Second, at Poisson rate ϕp(θ), the employed worker receives an outside job offer,

7This assumption admits a parsimonious formulation of potentially persistent shocks. The Poisson rate λe

controls how persistent the idiosyncratic productivity is. When λe is low, changes occur infrequently and hence
the shock is more persistent.
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with match-specific productivity drawn from the distribution m′ ∼ F . The worker can decide

whether to move to the new job or stay in the current match. We assume no counteroffer

matching. If the worker leaves, the position becomes vacant and unattached.8 Third, at Pois-

son rate δ, the match is exogenously destroyed with the worker becoming unemployed, and

the match can never be resumed. It captures match dissolution for reasons orthogonal to the

match quality, such as firm closure and worker migration. Fourth, at Poisson rate ζ the worker

receives a godfather quit shock and moves to a new job. This can be alternatively interpreted

as the match got destroyed and they immediately got a job offer drawn from the distribution F .

It is a standard trick in the literature to allow for job-to-job transitions towards worse matches.

Finally, at Poisson rate γ, the worker exits the labor force.

Similarly, five events could hit a separated match that is not producing but holds a recall

option. First, at Poisson rate λu, a reactivation cost shock is drawn from ε′ ∼ Gu. If the

reactivation cost is below a certain threshold, the worker will be recalled and the match will

resume production. Second, at Poisson rate p(θ), the unemployed worker receives an offer

with m′ ∼ F , and decides whether or not to accept it. The worker will compare the value of

accepting the new job offer with the value of waiting for the reactivation opportunity at the

previous match. If the worker leaves, the previous position becomes unattached to the worker.

Third, at Poisson rate δ, the mothballed position is exogenously destroyed. Fourth, similar to

employed workers, at Poisson rate ζ workers would receive a godfather quit shock and move to

a new job. Finally, the worker leaves the labor market at Poisson rate γ.

The problem for unemployment and vacancies without a recall option is simple and behaves

similarly to standard models. For an unemployed, unattached worker, only a new job offer

arrival or an exit shock could happen. For a vacancy without a recall option, the firm pays a

flow recruiting cost κ and meets a worker at rate q(θ).

The model is closed as in the standard DMP paradigm. First, the free entry condition for

vacancy posting pins down the job creation incentives. As a result, a firm tied to its most recent

employee will prefer waiting for the recall possibility, rather than posting a new vacancy that

yields zero expected value. A position vacated by the employee leaving for another new job will

deliver zero value if reposted, so it is no different from posting a brand new vacancy. Second,

wages are determined by Nash bargaining, with a fraction β of the surplus accruing to the

worker. As in Fujita and Moscarini (2017), we assume that the outside option of bargaining is

separation with a recall option for both workers and firms. When the worker receives an outside

offer on the job and bargains with a new potential employer, the outside option of bargaining

is separation with a recall option of getting back to the new employer, rather than the previous

employer, so we abstract away from counteroffer matching.

8Qiu (2022) provides a detailed analysis of vacated vacancies arising from workers quitting their positions.
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3.2 Value Functions

This section presents the value functions. Let W,U,U0, J, V, V0 be the values of an employed

worker, an attached unemployed worker, an unattached unemployed worker, a producing job,

an attached vacancy, an unattached vacancy, respectively. Since the three value functions on

the firm side mirror those for the workers, we present the value function for worker and firm

together grouped by the employment status.

Producing workers and jobs. We first define the indicator for a match that continues

production even when hit by a cost shock, B(m, ε′) = 1
{
J(m)−ε′ > V (m)

}
. The complement

of the indicator is then: B(m, ε′) = 1 − B(m, ε′). The Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for

an employed worker at a job of match-specific productivity m is

(ρ+ λe + ϕp(θ) + δ + ζ + γ)W (m) = w(m) +

[
λe

∫ {
B(m, ε′)W (m) + B(m, ε′)U(m)

}
dGe(ε

′)

+ ϕp(θ)

∫
max

{
W (m′),W (m)

}
dF (m′) + δU0 + ζ

∫
W (m′) dF (m′) + γ · 0

]
,

(1)

where w(m) is the flow wage paid to the worker. Similarly, the HJB equation for a producing

job of match-specific productivity m is

(ρ+ λe + ϕp(θ) + δ + ζ + γ)J(m) = m− w(m) +

[
λe

∫
max

{
J(m)− ε′, V (m)

}
dGe(ε

′)

+ ϕp(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) ≤ W (m)

}
J(m) dF (m′) + δ · 0 + ζ · 0 + γ · 0

]
,

(2)

where 1{•} is an indicator function that takes 1 if • is true and 0 otherwise. The firm gets

the residual flow profit from output net wage m − w(m). These value functions reflect the

five possible events described in the previous subsection. First, at rate λe, the job is hit

by a stochastic cost shock ε′ ∼ Ge, leading to an endogenous separation with attachment if

J(m) − ε′ ≤ V (m); otherwise, the firm pays the cost ε′ and continues producing. Second, at

rate ϕp(θ), the worker receives an outside offer drawn from m′ ∼ F and moves to the new job

if W (m′) > W (m); otherwise, the worker sticks to the current job. If the worker is poached

successfully by the new position, the old position becomes an unattached vacancy. Third, the

match is exogenously destroyed at rate δ so that the worker becomes unemployed without a

recall option and the job becomes vacant without attachment, in which case we have already

invoked the free entry condition V0 = 0. Fourth, the worker receives a godfather quit shock

and will go to a new job with match quality drawn from F . Finally, the worker exits the labor

market at rate γ.
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Separated workers and jobs with recall options. The HJB equation for an unemployed

worker with a recall option to her previous employer of match quality m solves

(ρ+ λu + p(θ) + δ + ζ + γ)U(m) = z +

[
λu

∫ {
B(m, ε′)W (m) + B(m, ε′)U(m)

}
dGu(ε

′)

+ p(θ)

∫
max

{
W (m′), U(m)

}
dF (m′) + δU0 + ζ

∫
W (m′) dF (m′) + γ · 0

]
.

(3)

where z is the flow value from home production. The value of a vacant firm with a recall option

is written as:

(ρ+ λu + p(θ) + δ + ζ + γ)V (m) = 0 +

[
λu

∫
max

{
J(m)− ε′, V (m)

}
dGu(ε

′)

+ p(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) ≤ U(m)

}
V (m) dF (m′) + δ · 0 + ζ · 0 + γ · 0

]
,

(4)

where the flow value is zero because no recruiting efforts are spent on the mothballed position.

These two value functions characterize five possible events. First, at rate λu, a stochastic

reactivation cost is drawn from ε′ ∼ Gu and the pair resumes production if J(m)− ε′ > V (m);

otherwise, the worker-job pair stays inactivated. Second, at rate p(θ), the worker receives an

offer drawn from m′ ∼ F and accepts the offer if W (m′) > U(m), in which case the job loses

contact with its previous employee and becomes a brand new vacancy. Third, the connection

is destroyed at rate δ, in which case the worker becomes unemployed without being attached

to any employer, and similarly, the job becomes an unattached vacancy. Fourth, the worker

receives a godfather quit shock and will go to a new job with match quality drawn from F .

Finally, the worker exits the labor market at rate γ.

Unemployment and vacancies without recall options. The value functions for unemployed

workers and vacancies without recall options are standard. The HJB equation for an unem-

ployed worker without a recall option is:

(ρ+ p(θ) + γ)U0 = z + p(θ)

∫
max

{
W (m′), U0

}
dF (m′) + γ · 0. (5)

The unemployed worker without a recall option produces a flow value of z, receives an offer at
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rate p(θ) and exits the labor market at rate γ. The HJB equation for an unattached vacancy is

ρV0 = −κ+
q(θ)

u+ ϕ(1− u)

[
µ0

∫
1
{
W (m′) > U0

}(
J(m′)− V0

)
dF (m′)

+

∫∫
1
{
W (m′) > U(m̃)

}(
J(m′)− V0

)
dµ(m̃) dF (m′)

+ ϕ

∫∫
1
{
W (m′) > W (m̃)

}(
J(m′)− V0

)
dℓ(m̃) dF (m′)

]
+ ζ

1− µ0

v

∫ (
J(m′)− V0

)
dF (m′),

(6)

where u is the measure of all unemployed workers, µ0 is the measure of unemployed workers

without recall options, µ(m) is the measure of unemployed workers with a recall option attached

to a job of match quality m, and ℓ(m) is the measure of employed workers at a job of match-

specific productivity m. The flow recruiting cost of posting a vacancy is κ. The vacancy meets

a worker at rate q(θ). The worker could be unemployed without a recall option (the first line),

unemployed with a recall option (the second line), or employed with a job (the third line),

drawn randomly according to the equilibrium distribution of workers. If the worker accepts the

job, a new match will be formed and start production. The vacancy could also be forced to

be matched a worker due to the godfather shock (the last line). In equilibrium, the free entry

condition pins down the level of labor market tightness that satisfies V0 = 0.

Nash bargaining. The wage is determined by Nash bargaining:

w(m) = argmax
w

[
W (m)− U(m)

]β[
J(m)− V (m)

]1−β
.

The bargaining breaks down if and only if the surplus is negative. Successful bargaining adheres

to a surplus sharing rule with (1 − β)
[
W (m) − U(m)

]
= β

[
J(m) − V (m)

]
. In the interest of

conciseness, we present the wage equation in Appendix II.1.

Equilibrium. We first consider a stationary equilibrium and will introduce aggregate shocks

later in Section 5. To conserve space, we present the inflow-outflow balance equation in the

Appendix II.2. A stationary equilibrium is defined as value functions {W,U,U0, J, V, V0}, wage
policy w(m), labor market tightness θ, and measures µ0, µ(m), ℓ(m), such that:

(1) The value functions {W,U,U0, J, V, V0} satisfy Bellman equations (1)–(6);

(2) The wage policy w(m) satisfies the wage equation derived from Nash Bargaining (II.1);

(3) The labor market tightness θ satisfies the free entry condition V0 = 0;

(4) The measures satisfy the steady-state flow-balance equations (A2)–(A4).
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4 Quantitative Analysis

4.1 Calibration

In this section, we calibrate the model in steady state to the life cycle properties of worker flows.

We begin with externally calibrated parameters. The monthly discount rate is set to ρ = 0.0041

that corresponds to 5% annual interest rate. We set the worker bargaining power to β = 0.5, a

standard value in the literature. We parameterize the matching function to be Cobb-Douglas,

i.e., M(S, V ) = ASαV 1−α, and impose α = β = 0.5, a convention in the literature motivated

by the Hosios condition although it does not imply constrained efficiency in our setting with

recalls and on-the-job search. We set the labor force exit rate to γ = 0.000521 at the weekly

frequency, which roughly corresponds to a 40-year working career. These externally calibrated

parameters are summarized in Table 3.

Now we turn to parameters calibrated internally. We parameterize the match quality dis-

tribution F to be Weibull with shape parameter µm and scale parameter σm, following Bagger

et al. (2014) who study life cycle wage dynamics. The lower bound of the match quality distribu-

tion is normalized to 1. For simplicity and transparency, we parameterize the idiosyncratic cost

shock distributions Gu and Ge to be uniform, with mean and standard deviation of (µGu , σGu)

and (µGe , σGe), respectively. In addition to these 6 parameters associated with the distribu-

tions, we are left with another 8 parameters: Poisson arrival rates λu, λe, matching efficiency A,

on-the-job search intensity ϕ, exogenous job destruction rate δ, the arrival rate of the godfather

quit shock ζ, vacancy posting cost κ, and home production z. In total there are 14 parameters

to be internally calibrated.

We target the empirical moments of worker flows, including the recall share, job finding rate,

separation rate, and job-to-job rate. Specifically, we target three points on the life cycle profiles

these worker flows, using the age bin of 23–24 (the initial point), 35–36 (the middle point), and

49–50 (the end point). We target the vacancy to unemployment ratio to be 1 and the ratio

of home production to average productivity to be 0.47 as measured by Chodorow-Reich and

Karabarbounis (2016). Note that we have an endogenous component of labor productivity in

the model due to the acceptance margin, so we still have to calibrate z internally. We calibrate

the model by minimizing the log distance between model predicted moments and their empirical

counterparts. Table 4 reports the parameters that are internally calibrated. Figure 5 shows

that the life cycle worker flow profiles are matched tightly. We now discuss how these moments

are informative in pinning down the parameters.

The distribution of match quality, F , plays a crucial role in determining how match quality

is evolving over the life cycle, hence influencing the life-cycle properties of worker flow rates.
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Table 3: Externally calibrated parameters

Symbol Description Value Interpretation

ρ Discount rate 0.001 5% annual interest rate

α Matching function elasticity 0.5 Symmetric matching elasticity

β Worker bargaining power 0.5 Symmetric bargaining power

γ Retiring rate 0.000521 Expected 40 years of working

Notes: This table reports externally calibrated parameters. Flow rates are displayed at the weekly
frequency.

For instance, the convex and decreasing job-to-job transition rate observed over the life cycle

is informative of the skewness of the match quality distribution F . A positively skewed match

quality distribution, characterized by a larger mass at the lower end, makes it much easier for a

young worker with a low match quality to find a better match when searching on the job, than

an old worker who tends to be already at the top of the job ladder. Additionally, the level of the

job-to-job transition rates among old workers sheds light on how long the job ladder is. Thus,

the worker flow rates inform the shape and scale parameter of the match quality distribution.

The life cycle profile of the separation rate is informative of the idiosyncratic maintenance

cost shock during employment, Ge. The life cycle profile of the recall share is immediately

informative of the idiosyncratic reactivation cost shock during attached unemployment, Gu.

The levels of the rates are informative about the arrival rate, λe and λu, respectively.

The level of the job finding rate informs the matching efficiency A. The relative ratio of

job-to-job rate to unemployed workers’ job finding rate informs on-the-job search intensity ϕ.

In the data, older workers still make a lot of job-to-job transitions. Given that in the model,

older workers are likely on the top of the job ladder and would thus unlikely to accept a new

job for pecuniary reasons, the godfather shock ζ is therefore needed to match the job-to-job

rate for older workers.

The exogenous job destruction rate δ describes how frequently jobs are destroyed without

a possibility for the separated workers to return. If matches get hit by a destruction shock

more often, more matches will get separated and a smaller share of matches will be recalled.

Thus, the recall share and separation rate are informative moments. Our estimate of monthly

0.001 is of similar magnitude to Fujita and Moscarini (2017)’s estimate of 0.002. Note that we

have different environments so the two estimates are not directly comparable. For instance, the

parameter is designed to capture the rate of losing recall option in Fujita and Moscarini (2017).

In our model, both on-the-job search and godfather shock contribute to the loss of recall, too.
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Table 4: Internally calibrated parameters

Description Value

µF Weibull Shape 1.8783

σF Weibull Scale 0.07463

µGu Mean of Gu 6.0179

σGu Standard deviation of Gu 1.8106

µGe Mean of Ge 6.0507

σGe Standard deviation of Ge 1.5702

λu Arrival rate of idiosyncratic shock (U) 0.0612

λe Arrival rate of idiosyncratic shock (E) 0.012

A Matching efficiency 0.0615

ϕ On-the-job search intensity 0.6083

δ Exogenous destruction rate 0.00025

ζ Godfather shock 0.00083

κ Vacancy posting cost 0.1054

z Home production 0.535

Notes: This table reports internally calibrated parameters. Flow rates are displayed at the weekly
frequency.

The model is numerically solved at the weekly frequency and a transition matrix across

employment status and match quality m can be obtained from policy functions. The transition

matrix is then used to calculate monthly flow rates, for which we observe the counterpart

in the data. Workers enter the model at age 21 and are assumed to start with unattached

unemployment. The algorithm to solve the equilibrium is laid out in Appendix II.3.

4.2 Model Fit

Figure 5 plots the model predictions (red line) and the data (blue dots) of labor market dynamics

over the life cycle, including the recall share, job finding rate, separation rate, and job-to-job

rate. The job finding rate, separation rate and job-to-job rate are constructed from the CPS,

which is the gold standard of measuring worker flows in the US labor market, averaged from 2000

to 2019. As can be seen from Figure 5, the model not only qualitatively but also quantitatively

reproduces the life cycle profiles of all flow rates. The model is able to generate an increase

in the recall share from 30% at age 23 to 50% at age 50, a decrease in the job finding rate

from 26% at age 23 to 24% at age 50, a decrease in the separation rate from 2% to 1%, and a
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decrease in the job-to-job rate from 3.5% to 1.5%. It is worth pointing out that the model is

parsimonious without free age-dependent parameters. Matching both the level and the shape

of life-cycle profiles of worker flow rates is a nontrivial success.

Model Mechanism. The driving force of the model to reproduce life-cycle worker flow rates is

that match quality increases over the life cycle on average. As workers age, they climb up the

job ladder gradually to jobs with higher match quality. For matches with better match quality,

the separation rate is lower, and conditional on separation, the probability of getting recalled

is higher. Similarly, employed workers with a higher match quality job or unemployed workers

attached to a higher match quality job are more selective and less likely to accept new offers

given that they already have a good option in hand.

External Validation. We use the model predictions on wage changes associated with different

transitions as a test to the model, as they are not targeted in the calibration procedure. To do

so, we conduct the same analysis using the event study specification on the simulated data, as

is done in the empirical analysis. We define younger workers as those below or equal to 35 years

old and older workers as those above 35 years old. Figure 6 plots the estimated coefficients

and shows a very similar pattern for wage changes associated with different transitions to the

data, for both young and old workers. For workers getting recalled, the wage does not change

regardless of their age. For workers finding a job at a new employer after unemployment, older

workers on average suffer from a larger wage loss because they tend to higher match quality

than younger workers, resulting in a larger drop from the job ladder. For workers making job

to job switches, younger workers on average experience a higher wage gain than older workers

because younger workers tend to be at the bottom of the job ladder, and hence are more likely

to get a better outside offer.
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Figure 5: Worker Flows over the Life Cycle
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Notes: This figure plots the model predictions (red line) and the data (blue dots) of labor market
dynamics over the life cycle, including the recall share, job finding rate, separation rate, and job-to-
job rate.
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Figure 6: External Validation: Wage Changes
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(b) New Job Findings (ENE′)
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(c) Job-to-Job Switches (EE′)
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Notes: The figure plots the coefficients of the event study specifications for recalled workers (top
panel), for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (middle panel) and for workers
making job-to-job transitions (bottom panel)in the simulated data set. The blue lines are for young
workers and the red lines are for old workers.
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Figure 7: Worker Flows over the Life Cycle in Limiting Economies
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Notes: The figure plots the two limiting economies. The black dotted lines refer to the limiting
economy without on-the-job search, where the match quality distribution F is degenerate, on-the-job
search intensity is ϕ = 0, and the god-father shock arrival rate is ζ = 0. The green dashed lines refer to
the limiting economy without recalls, where the reactivation shock arrival rate is λu = 0 (and ζu = 0
for consistency).

4.3 Discussion

Limiting Economy I: Model without on-the-job search. Consider a limiting economy of the

model where the match quality distribution, F , collapses to a degenerate distribution, and

the on-the-job search intensity, ϕ, goes to zero (as well as the godfather shock arrivale rate

ζ → 0). This limiting economy is plotted in the black dotted lines in Figure 7. In this case,

the model converges to the model of recalls as in Fujita and Moscarini (2017), and features
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no life-cycle patterns—all flow rates are constant.9 Our model extends Fujita and Moscarini

(2017) by introducing a job ladder and allowing for on-the-job search (in addition to some

other minor modifications for quantitative purposes). The extended model not only matches

the rising recall share over the life cycle, but also matches the life-cycle patterns of other worker

flow rates, including the job-finding rate, separation rate, and job-to-job transition rate.

Limiting Economy II: Model without recalls. Consider another limiting economy of the model

where we eliminate recalls by setting λU = 0 and ζe = 0. This limiting economy is plotted in

the green dashed lines in Figure 7. In the model without recalls, the job finding rate is flat

over the life cycle. This is because in the standard model without recalls, unemployed workers

are identical and they will accept any job that delivers a higher value than unemployment. In

the model with recalls, however, unemployed workers are different—some are unattached and

others are attached to different jobs. Such heterogeneity among unemployed workers leads to

different reservation cutoffs and hence job-finding rate. In particular, older unemployed workers

are more likely to be attached to a job with a higher match quality, so they are pickier in their

job search, resulting in a lower job-finding rate. Among the employed, workers still climb up

the job ladder, so that the separation rate and the job-to-job rate are decreasing over the life

cycle.

Models on worker flows over the life cycle. As Chéron, Hairault and Langot (2011) and

Chéron, Hairault and Langot (2013) point out, a difficulty the standard search model applied

to life cycle settings is to match the decreasing job separation rate and decreasing job finding

rate over age at the same time. This is because in that environment, job finding and job

separation utilizes the same reservation threshold. A decreasing job separation rate requires

the reservation threshold for idiosyncratic productivity to decrease with age, while a decreasing

job finding rate requires the reservation threshold to increase with age. Such a contradiction

makes it hard to match the two profiles simultaneously. This is resolved in our setting, because

in the presence of recall options, the reservation threshold for unemployed workers’ acceptance

decision is different from the reservation threshold for employed workers’ separation decision.

On one hand, the reservation threshold for separation is decreasing because match surplus is

higher as workers climb up the job ladder. On the other hand, the reservation threshold for

accepting a new job is increasing because unemployed workers attached to a higher match

quality job are pickier.

9If anything, there is a slight increase in the job-finding rate for the very young workers, because they start
to have the option of being recalled.
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5 Application

It is well-documented that labor market entrants during recessions have suffered dispropor-

tionately more than others—recession entrants have lower wages and employment and these

negative effects can persist for a long time (Kahn, 2010; Oreopoulos, Von Wachter and Heisz,

2012; Arellano-Bover, 2022; Rothstein, 2023). Also, the youth unemployment rate is much more

sensitive to aggregate conditions than older workers (see, for example, Scarpetta, Sonnet and

Manfredi, 2010, for systematic evidence across OECD countries). This paper proposes a new

explanation to the differential resilience to a negative aggregate shock based on recalls.

A defining feature of labor market entrants is that they do not have a previous job and hence

no recall option. In bad times, the labor market is slack. Labor market entrants rely more on

the labor market condition than experienced workers because they need to find their first job

by receiving a new offer, whereas (part of) unemployed experienced workers have the chance of

getting recalled back to their previous employer. Therefore, in periods when the labor market

condition deteriorates, the job finding rate of new entrants tends to drop more than experienced

workers.

To formalize the idea, we take the calibrated structural model as a laboratory to investigate

the differential impact of a drop in matching efficiency on job finding rate among labor market

entrants and experienced workers. The aggregate matching efficiency, the rate at which the

labor market matches job searchers and vacant positions, declines in recessions. For example,

see Barnichon and Figura (2015), Cheremukhin and Restrepo-Echavarria (2014), Davis, Faber-

man and Haltiwanger (2013), Gavazza, Mongey and Violante (2018) for references for the drop

of the aggregate matching efficiency during recessions. We compute the impulse response of

the model economy to a one-time, unanticipated shock in aggregate matching efficiency and

track the change in job finding rate relative to the steady state value for labor market entrants

and workers with 20 years of experience. We illustrate how the model responds to the aggre-

gate matching efficiency shock by considering the transitional dynamics to a path of aggregate

matching efficiency given by

lnA1 = lnAss − ε0, and lnAt = (1− ρ) lnAss + ρ lnAt−1, ∀t > 1,

where the size of the initial drop in log matching efficiency is set to be ε0 = 0.45 and the

persistence of the process is set to ρ = 0.98 (Gavazza, Mongey and Violante, 2018). The

algorithm on how to solve for the transitional dynamics is laid out in Appendix II.3.2.

Panel (a) of Figure 8 shows the transitional dynamics in response to such an aggregate

matching efficiency shock. The job finding rate of new entrants decreases by almost 50%

initially while that of experienced workers only decreases by less than 20%. The gap between
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Figure 8: Impulse Response of Job Finding Rate to Matching Efficiency Shock
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Notes: The left panel plots the percentage change in the job finding rate (relative to the steady state)
for new labor market entrants and experienced workers in response to a matching efficiency shock in
the model. The right panel plots the log change in the job finding rate for new labor market entrants
and experienced workers during the Great Recession.

the two profiles capture the differential impact on job finding rate between the two groups of

workers. As the matching efficiency improves, both profiles recover and it takes three years

for the gap to disappear. If we switch off the possibility of getting recalled, new entrants and

experienced workers’ job finding rate will be the same, since there is no longer heterogeneity

for workers in unemployment.

Panel (b) of Figure 8 shows how the job-finding rate of entrants and experienced workers

evolve during the Great Recession. We see a clear pattern that the job-finding rate of entrants

drops much more, consistent with the larger response in the model prediction. In fact, the

magnitude of the drop in the model prediction is also quantitatively very similar to the data

counterpart. Figure A-7 further shows how the job-finding rates of entrants and experienced

workers evolve over the business cycle in general. We find again that the job-finding rate of

entrants is much more volatile over the business cycle.

6 Conclusion

Recalls are prevalent in the labor market. In this paper, we provide a set of novel facts regarding

recalls over the life cycle. We find that the share of unemployment spells ending in recalls

increases markedly with age. The recall share of a 55-year-old worker is twice as high as that
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of a 25-year-old worker. We present a search-and-matching model with recall options and a job

ladder that successfully accounts for the worker flow rates over the life cycle. Once the empirical

prevalence of recalls is accounted for, an otherwise standard job-ladder search model would be

able to reproduce a decreasing job finding rate over the life cycle due to the option value of the

possibility of being recalled, thus reconciling the positive comovement between separation and

job finding rate over the life cycle.

We apply this insight to understand the differential impact of recessions on labor market

entrants versus more experienced workers. In particular, a drop of the aggregate matching

efficiency in bad times disproportionately affects new entrants, because they rely more heavily

on the broader labor market, while older workers are more likely to get recalls. This provides a

new perspective in understanding why recessions hit new entrants harder than their experienced

counterparts.
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APPENDICES FOR ONLINE PUBLICATION

I Empirical Appendix

I.1 Post-1996 SIPP Panels

Figure 1 plots the recall share over the life cycle using pre-1996 SIPP panels, as the data quality

on job IDs is the highest thanks to Stinson (2003). Here we reproduce the results using the

post-1996 SIPP panels, and confirm the same findings. Figure A-1 shows the binscatter plot

of the recall share against age with and without controls, and Figure A-2 plots the same figure

with imputed recalls following Fujita and Moscarini (2017)’s methodology described below.

Both figures display a robust age gradient in recalls.

Figure A-1: Recalls Over the Life Cycle: Post-1996 Panels
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Notes: The figure plots the life cycle profile of the recall share without controls (left) and with controls
(right) for post-1996 panels.

I.2 Imputed Recalls

To deal with missing recalls in the post-1996 SIPP panels, we follow the imputation proce-

dure as in Fujita and Moscarini (2017). As an overview, the sample is first divided into two

categories: “short” spells of non-employment that last up to two months, and “long” spells of

non-employment that last three months or more. For both categories, a “reference sample” is

utilized to estimate a logit regression model that predicts recalls based on observable worker

and spell characteristics such as the duration of non-employment, occupation changes, etc. The
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Figure A-2: Recalls Over the Life Cycle: Imputed
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Notes: The figure plots the life cycle profile of the imputed recall share without controls (left) and
with controls (right) for post-1996 panels.

coefficients obtained from the regression model are then used to generate multiple randomized

imputations for each relevant spell.

To impute recalls for the long spells (ENE spells with non-employment duration of three

months or longer) in the post-1996 panels, we use the corresponding data in the 1990-1993

panels as the reference sample. The following variables are included in the logit regression:

quadratic polynomials in age, education categories (less than high school, high school graduate,

some college, and college degree or higher), gender, union membership at initial employment,

employer-provided health care (EPHC) at initial employment, address change, union status

change, EPHC change, non-employment duration (3-6 months, 7-9 months, 10- 12 months, 13

months or longer), occupation switch and industry switch dummies at the three-digit level clas-

sification, as well as interactions of the two switching dummies, initial occupation and industry

dummies (79 occupational categories and 44 industry categories), log wage change between

initial and last employment, captured as a categorical variable based on the following inter-

vals: (∞,−0.5], (−0.5,−0.05], (−0.05, 0.03], (0.03, 0.5], (0.5,∞], national unemployment rate to

control for aggregate labor market conditions, and month-of-separation dummies to control for

seasonality.

For short spells (ENE spells with non-employment duration of one or two months) in the

post 1996 panels, we impute recall if the spell satisfies three requirements: (i) it does not

begin as temporary layoffs (TL); (ii) it crosses an interview wave; (iii) it does not lead to an

occupational switch. Note that, to be conservative, when we observe a worker who reports two

different occupations in the two consecutive interviews in the short spell, we directly mark it
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as not a recall.10 This choice follows from the observation that, among these short cross-seam

spells, less than 10 percent of the occupational switchers in the pre-1996 panels are recalled

(see online Appendix Table A.14 in Fujita and Moscarini, 2017). The reference sample for

imputation is the analogous sample of within-wave short spells in the 1996–2008 panels. The

regression uses basically the same variables as above with a few differences. First, we do not use

occupation and industry switch dummies (the sample is only for occupation stayers). Second,

initial occupation and industry dummies (a total of 123 dummies) are dropped to maintain

the efficiency of the estimation, given that this sample has much fewer observations. Third,

we also use a labor market status variable, TL vs. PS, which was not feasible for long spells

as measurement of labor market status in the SIPP is not comparable before and after 1996.

Lastly, we also add panel dummies, because the short spells are imputed within the 1996-2008

panels.

Once the logit regressions have been estimated, we proceed to simulate discrete recall out-

comes (0 or 1) for all spells that are considered unreliable, using the predicted probabilities.

We conduct 50 replications of the simulation and the imputed recall outcome is an average of

these simulations.

I.3 Age Polynomials

Table A-1 conducted a robustness check on the recall share age gradient by running regression

of recall on polynomials of age. In particular, we add square of age and cubic of age to a

regression of recall on age. All coefficient are statistically significant at the 1% level.

I.4 Temporary Job

Figure A-3 plots the life-cycle profile of the share of workers with a temporary job. Young

workers are in fact much more likely to have a temporary job than old workers, ruling out the

possibility that temporary jobs drive the empirical regularity of a positive age gradient in the

recall share.

10This choice is conservative because crossing a seam introduces error also in occupational codes, marking an
occupation-stayer, who was likely to be recalled, as an occupation-switcher.
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Table A-1: Age Polynomials

(1) (2) (3)

age 0.528*** 1.397*** 6.286***

(0.037) (0.282) (1.728)

age2 -0.011*** -0.138***

(0.004) (0.044)

age3 0.001***

(0.000)

Specification Linear Quadratic Cubic

Observations 17537 17537 17537

R-squared 0.15 0.15 0.15

Standard errors, * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Figure A-3: Temporary Jobs Over the Life Cycle
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I.5 Wage Changes Associated with Different Transitions

Figure A-4: The Distribution of Wage Changes: pre-1996 panels
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Notes: The figure plots the distribution of the wage changes for recalled workers (ENE), for workers
moving to new employers after the jobless spell (ENE’) and for job-to-job switches without jobless
spell (EE’). The left panel is for young workers and the right panel is for old workers. Data sample:
pre-1996 SIPP panels.

Figure A-4 separates the distributions of wage changes as plotted in Figure 3 by young and

old workers. For both young and old workers, the wage change for recalled workers is the highly

concentrated at zero, while the wage change for job-to-job switchers and workers who found a

new employer after going through non-employment are much more dispersed.

Figure A-5 repeated the regression event study in the empirical section using imputed recalls

and all SIPP panels. The same pattern emerged: (1) the wage change for recalled workers is

concentrated at zero for both young and old workers; (2) the wage decline for old workers

finding a new employer after going through non-employment is larger than young workers; (3)

the wage increase for young workers making job-to-job switches is larger than old workers.

I.6 Ex Ante vs. Ex Post

We dissect the observed life-cycle profiles of recalls into two components, the ex ante expecta-

tions of getting recalled and the ex post outcomes of getting recalled. Oftentimes recalls are

expected—upon an arrangement of temporary layoff, workers are noticed with a recall date or

an expectation to be recalled in a near future. But such arrangements do not necessarily result

in actual recalls, for example, when the worker finds a new job during temporary layoff or when

the firm decides not to reinstate the former position.
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Figure A-5: Wage Changes Associated with Different Transitions
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(b) New Job Findings (ENE′)
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(c) Job-to-Job Switches (EE′)
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Notes: The figure plots the coefficients of the event study specifications for recalls (the top panel),
for workers moving to a new employer after the jobless spell (the middle panel), and for job-to-job
transitions (the bottom panel). The blue lines are for young workers (age 23-35) and the red lines are
for old workers (age 35-60). Dashed lines plot the 95% confidence intervals.
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We examined this aspect by leveraging the “on layoff” status as reported in SIPP. As men-

tioned in Gertler, Huckfeldt and Trigari (2022), using the“on layoff”status gives a more accurate

description of whether the worker has been permanently separated from her previous employer.

In the SIPP interviews, respondents are asked if they were on layoff at anytime during the

previous four months, and if they answered yes, they would be further asked whether they were

given a date to return to work or received any other indication that they would be recalled to

work within six months as confirmation. A worker is classified to be on layoff if the worker has

been given an exact date to return to work or has a recall expectation within six months.11 To

tease out the role of ex ante expectations, we calculate the portion of workers, among those

who had an ENE or ENE′ spell, who report to be on-layoff during non-employment. As of

the ex post realizations of recalls, we calculate the recall share of workers conditional on their

on-layoff status during non-employment.

Is the increase in recall share over the life cycle mainly driven by ex-ante arrangements

or ex-post realizations? Figure A-6 shows that both the ex ante expectations—the share of

employment-to-nonemployment transitions that are on layoff, and the ex post outcomes—the

share of separated workers that are eventually recalled conditional on their layoff status, are

increasing in age.

Figure A-6: The Ex Ante and Ex Post Decomposition of the Life-Cycle Profile of Recalls
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Notes: The figure plots the portion of separations to non-employment that are on layoff over the life
cycle (left panel) and the ex post realized recall share conditional on layoff status (right panel). The
on layoff status only exist for post-1996 panels.

11Note that recalls and on layoff are two related but distinct concepts. Nekoei and Weber (2015) found in
Austrian administrative data that 19% of permanent separations are in fact unexpectedly recalled ex post, while
only 58% of temporary layoffs end up with actual recalls.
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I.7 Job-Finding Rate of Labor Market Entrants over the Business Cycle

Figure A-7 illustrates the job-finding rates for labor market entrants compared to non-entrants

over the business cycles, using the Current Population Survey (CPS). The blue line, representing

new entrants, fluctuates significantly over the whole sample period, indicating a higher volatility

in their job-finding rates relative to the red line, which denotes the rates for others already in the

labor market. Notably, during downturns, new entrants face a much more pronounced decline

in the job-finding rate. This underscores the heightened sensitivity of new labor market entrants

to the aggregate labor market conditions compared to those already in the labor market.

Figure A-7: Job Finding Rate of Entrants and Non-Entrants over the Business Cycle
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Notes: The figure plots the job-finding rate of labor market entrants and non-entrants over the business
cycle, using the CPS data.
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II Theoretical Appendix

II.1 Wage Equation

Plugging in the HJB equations (1,2,3,4) into the surplus sharing rule, we can derive the following

wage equation:

w(m) = βm+ βλe

[ ∫
max

{
J(m)− ε′, V (m)

}
dGe(ε

′)− J(m)

]
(A1.1)

+ βp(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) > U(m)

}
V (m)dF (m′) (A1.2)

− βλu

[ ∫
max

{
J(m)− ε′, V (m)

}
dGu(ε

′)− V (m)

]
(A1.3)

− βϕp(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) > W (m)

}
J(m)dF (m′) (A1.4)

+ (1− β)z + (1− β)λu

[ ∫ {
B(m, ε′)W (m) + B(m, ε′)U(m)

}
dGu(ε

′)− U(m)

]
(A1.5)

+ (1− β)p(θ)

∫
max

{
W (m′)− U(m), 0

}
dF (m′) (A1.6)

− (1− β)λe

[ ∫ {
B(m, ε′)W (m) + B(m, ε′)U(m)

}
dGe(ε

′)−W (m)

]
(A1.7)

− (1− β)ϕp(θ)

∫
max

{
W (m′)−W (m), 0

}
dF (m′) (A1.8)

The wage equation has an intuitive economic interpretation. The worker is paid a weighted

average of the flow value of forming a match (weighted by β) and the flow value of being

unemployed (weighted by 1 − β). The flow value of forming a match includes flow production

m and the potential loss due to idiosyncratic cost shock (A1.1). In addition, it also includes

a saved vacancy value with a recall option, which would otherwise be lost should the worker

finds another job during the attached unemployment period (A1.2). However, it has to be offset

by the option value arising from a reactivation cost (A1.3). Lastly, it is compensated by the

potential loss to the firm caused by the worker’s on-the-job search (A1.4). Similarly, the flow

value of being unemployed includes home production z and the potential gain due to the arrival

of a reactivation opportunity (A1.5). In addition, it also includes an option value of the worker

finding a better offer (A1.6). However, it has to be offset by the value change arising from an

endogenous separation (A1.7). Lastly, it is compensated by the option value of searching on

the job (A1.8).
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II.2 Inflow-Outflow Balance Equations

The steady-state inflow-outflow balanced equation for unemployed workers without recall op-

tions is:

µ0p(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) > U0

}
dF (m′) = (1− µ0) (δ + γ). (A2)

The steady-state inflow-outflow balanced equation for unemployed workers with recall options

is: for all m,

µ(m)

[
λu

∫
B(m, ε′) dGu(ε

′) + p(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) > U(m)

}
dF (m′) + δ + ζ + γ

]
= ℓ(m)λe

∫
B(m, ε′) dGe(ε

′).

(A3)

The steady-state inflow-outflow balanced equation for employed workers is: for all m,

ℓ(m)

[
λe

∫
B(m, ε′) dGe(ε

′) + ϕp(θ)

∫
1
{
W (m′) > W (m)

}
dF (m′) + δ + ζ + γ

]
= µ(m)

∫
B(m, ε′) dGu(ε

′)

+ p(θ)f(m)

[ ∫
1
{
W (m) > U(m̃)

}
dµ(m̃) + 1

{
W (m) > U0

}
µ0

]
+ ζf(m)

∫
dµ(m̃)

+ ϕp(θ)f(m)

∫
1
{
W (m) > W (m̃)

}
dℓ(m̃) + ζf(m)

∫
dℓ(m̃).

(A4)

II.3 Algorithm

II.3.1 Steady State

A stationary equilibrium consists of value functions {W,U,U0, J, V, V0}, wage policy w(m), labor

market tightness θ, and measures µ0, µ(m), ℓ(m). We obtain them by using a standard nested

loop procedure with value function iteration for general equilibrium. Give an initial guess of θ0

and value functions {W i,0, U i,0, U i,0
0 , J i,0, V i,0, V i,0

0 }:

1. Suppose we are now at iteration i in the outer loop for θ. Given the guess of θi , obtain

the job offer arrival rate for unemployed workers without recall option p(θi)

2. Suppose we are now at iteration k in the inner loop for the value functions. Given the

guess of value functions {W i,k, U i,k, U i,k
0 , J i,k, V i,k, V i,k

0 } and p(θi), obtain the wage policy

wi,k(m) using

3. Plug in {W i,k, U i,k, U i,k
0 , J i,k, V i,k, V i,k

0 } and wi,k(m) to the right hand side of (1)-(5) to

update the value functions
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4. If the tolerance for value functions is satisfied, move to step 5. Otherwise, use the updated

value function and go back to step 2

5. Given the value functions, solve for the inflow-outflow equations (A2)-(A4) to obtain

µ0, µ(m), ℓ(m), ∀m

6. Plug the steady state equilibrium distribution to (6) and invoke the free-entry condition

(i.e. impose V0 = 0) in the equation) to solve for an implied θ̃

7. If the tolerance is satisfied, done. Otherwise, update the labor market tightness

θi+1 = ωθi + (1− ω)θ̃i

with some dampening factor ω. Go back to step 1.

II.3.2 Transitional Dynamics

Consider a transition path of T periods, where T is large. Period T will feature the old steady

state equilibrium. Guess a path of labor market tightness, {θ0t }T−1
t=1 .

1. Suppose we are now at iteration i. Given the path of tightness {θit}T−1
t=1 and the terminal

value functions, we solve for the path of value functions backwards.

2. Given the path of value functions and associated policy functions, we solve for the path

of measures using the law of motion forwards.

3. Solve for the path of labor market tightness {θ̃it}T−1
t=1 that is consistent with the period-

by-period free entry condition.

4. If the tolerance is satisfied, done. Otherwise, update the guess for the path of tightness

to

θi+1 = ωθi + (1− ω)θ̃i

with some dampening factor ω (store the path of tightness as a vector). Go back to step

1.
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